DOWNLOAD PDF BEST SITE TO OR E BOOKS
Chapter 1 : Best E-Book Readers for - CNET
Best of eBook torrent, this site if totally for eBooks for different categories. When you visit the site you will see a list of
books best for the week and also there are categories available to download torrents.

As most of the textbook, torrents are spammy, harmful and have a virus. In this technolicious world, science is
advancing incredibly fast comparatively to other subjects making this world visually pleasant. The young
generations are great lovers of this visual world as they spend most of their time on social medias or playing
games on their phones. In this world, no one wants to carry weight on their shoulders and want their heavy
textbooks lighter. We all want our textbook to change into Ebooks means we all love E-Books. So I have
created this post on top sites to download torrenting textbooks for free. You can easily download your
favourite E-book or textbook from these torrent sites and read these E-books on Amazon Kindle. You only
need a torrent software like torrent or BitTorrent downloaded on your device, and then you can watch them on
your Amazon Kindle. For Ebooks, I would prefer Kindle as It does not hurt your eyes. Kindle Ebooks are
Amazon Ebooks. Kindle belongs to Amazon. It is a type of bookshop. This site contains a lot of ads which are
very annoying as these ads are redirecting ones. I would recommend you to register there. You can even
search for authors. It has a friendly interface and easily accessible. It does not contain harmful content. This
site has a large number of ebooks which is suitable for ebook torrenting. It has a special category named for
book torrents where it displays different book torrents like action books, drama books, arcade book. It is an
excellent site for textbook torrent download. It has an Alexa rank of 70 which is amazing. You can even
download any software or any book from this site. You can even register on this site if you want to get new
updates with new ebook torrents or textbook torrents. It is a beautiful site for torrent textbooks download.
Ebookee is an excellent site for finding textbook torrents and ebook torrents. It has a very extensive collection
of textbook torrents. I would prefer joining up there. It is ads free site, but it loads very slowly. But overall it is
a nice site for torrent textbook download. Bitsnoop has an Alexa traffic rank of It has an extensive collection
of ebooks as it was established in Moreover, it is excellent for torrent comic books download. It serves a lot
of ads, but they are not so annoying. Furthermore, it is a fast loading site. I would prefer this torrent site for
ebook torrenting. It has a special category for textbook or ebook torrents. I would prefer this site for ebook
torrenting. First, you will need to download their client to browse the site. Then open the torrents category.
There you will find a group named Books which contains an extensive collection of textbook or ebook
torrents. It is a very fast loading site. It has an extensive collection of book torrents. Furthermore, It has a large
number of categories for ebook torrents. It is fully ads free site. I would prefer registering there. You can even
share your ebooks by adding an URL. It was established in Many books have the largest library of ebook
torrents and textbook torrents. It has around 10,k ebooks. Most of them are paid. It has only 33k free ebooks,
which is the only problem. Moreover, It has a special bar for free ebooks. It has a fast loading server. It has a
larger number of categories. I would prefer signup. It has DA of 74 and Alexa traffic rank of I would prefer
this site for free ebook or textbook torrents to download. It has a nice visual theme which will make engage
you. I would prefer it watching as Amazon ebook. You can even create your ebook and is the best torrenting
site. It has a nice user interface. It is a paid site but also has free textbook torrents. I would prefer it for
Amazon ebook. It is an amazing site for torrent textbook downloads. You can even join them as an affiliate or
advertise with them. It is a nice site for reading books on amazon kindle. You can download ebook torrents for
free. It is a very slow site and server ads. These ads are very small in quantity. This site has a large number of
book torrents to download free ebooks. It is a very trustworthy site and has DA of It has large numbers of
unique categories. You can sign up there as it will keep you updated with new ebook torrents. Even it is easily
accessible. These are top sites and would guarantee to provide free torrent books. These torrent sites keep on
changing their domain name because of threat by the government. So if any of these sites do not work then,
please tell us by commenting. We would immediately replace it. You can even get your favourite site included
in this list. Bookmark this article to be updated. We strongly recommend reading Ebooks only on amazon
kindle. While downloading textbook and ebook torrents, please do not use ad blockers.
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Chapter 2 : The Best Websites for Finding, Downloading, Borrowing, Renting, and Purchasing eBooks
PDFbooks - This new site offers around 4, downloadable public domain e-books. Free eBook Miners - Free eBooks for
your education, research or amusement. Planet eBook - Free classic literature to download and share.

This service is free of cost but contains paid e-Books. Being an Android user, you get an edge over others in
matters of Google services. The Google provides a special app for Google e-Books i. Google eBook Store
Select books based on the genres, best sellers, or other options. Download e-Book in the format you like. Both
paid and free versions of the book are available here. You can also download textbooks here for your
curriculum. The interface is ever changing and easy to operate. Project Gutenberg Project Gutenberg is a great
initiative to store all free e-Books on an online platform. The site is very simple and informative. The e-Books
are divided according to genres and order of upload. The collection of e-Books goes well over Gutenberg Any
book from the collection of books can be easily downloaded and viewed in various formats like epub , Kindle
, HTML, and other formats. This website is very indicative, and no fees or registration is required. This
website is an open sourced project which allows the user to alternate, or create a new web page for new
Books. The website has a vast collection of eBooks. The website has a great catalog where you can search
books according to author name, book title, latest and many other options. This website also allows the user to
make correction and additions to the website. This website, being open sourced is free of cost. The Website is
primarily for the Amazon Kindle users. The site has a free section where we can download free books. The
best thing about the site is that the user can view the review of the book while surfing through the books. The
books are paid, but many of them are free for download. Internet Archive Internet Archive is a not for profit
online library of e-books. Most of the books available here are historical and academic books. These books are
very difficult to find anywhere else. As the term suggests, the archive is a huge collection of books which are
now not available elsewhere. Archive The library has a tremendous collection of over nearly billion pages of
books. The site is free of cost, and no registration is required. Book Boon Book Boon is a very easy e-Book
download website. The website offers a great deal of support mostly for the student and the traveler
community. The website has many books like educational textbooks, business books, etc. BookBoon The site
has well over e-Books. Easily access the books on the go and download them for free in PDF format. The
website is free to use, and no registration to download books. The website provides the right solution to your
needs. Search through the vast collection of books that contain more than books. The site contains nearly 96
categories with a storage of 72 GB of space. FreebookSpot Download any book related to action, romance,
thriller, mystery, engineering, science and much more. The site is free of any charge, and there is no need of
registration to download any number of books. This website updates from the latest published books. The
website has a long list of categories to choose from. You can also find featured, top 10 list, latest arrival, and
many others e-Books on the website. FreeEbook This website is free. But, the policy of the sites can change
anytime. So, keep your eyes open and search through the websites to your required book.
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Chapter 3 : 8 Best Free E-Book Download Sites Without Registration - TechWhoop
Top 10 websites to download free ebooks 1. Open Library "One web page for every book ever published" - is the
ultimate goal of Open Library, an initiative of the quite popular Internet.

Then you are at an ideal place to find out best eBook torrent sites. Here in this article, I am going to say about
top 5 best torrent sites to download eBooks. I think most of you might already know about the torrent
downloading sites. But, If you are unaware of torrent downloading sites, Then here is a small introduction of
torrent downloading sites for you. Torrent is a popular term in the world of internet that you can hear
everywhere. Simply a torrent is a file which contains metadata about the files which are to be distributed. If
you strive to download eBook, movies, tv shows and so on for free, then you should have a glance at the best
torrents sites. Until now everything is fine, But most of you might have a question in your mind that why you
should use torrent sites instead of website to download stuff. If you have that in your mind then here is the
perfect explanation for that before going into best torrent sites. Usually, finding an eBook is a daunting
process,mostly people just go and search for eBooks they want to read on Google. In most of the cases, they
find their desired eBooks, but the only problem they face is they are paid versions. You must purchase the
eBooks to read. So most of the people search for websites to download those eBooks for free. So, here I came
up with the best list of free eBook torrent sites which are presently working and having the collection of
premium eBooks. Ebookee is another excellent site for finding the best book torrents. This site is having a
good collection of ebooks. It is one of the best and trusted eBooks torrenting sites presently available in You
can easily download your favorite eBooks for free. This website is having some unique features such as
recently viewed eBooks torrent and top eBooks torrents, latest added torrents and so on. You can find lot of
free and fresh uploads of ebooks on this site. So if you strive to get best ebooks then you can make use of this
Ebookee. Kick Ass torrents is one of the best torrent sites ever. In most of the countries this site got banned.
But you can easily access that site with the help of VPN servers. It is that simple to access this lovely site in
countries like India, Pakistan and china. This site is presently having thousands of eBooks for free apart from
that it offers great searching capability because it is a torrent search engine itself. But make sure you just read
the description and then download the torrent to avoid fake torrents. Torrentz is a well know site for torrent
lovers. If you strive to download an eBook or software or anything else. You can make use of this awesome
torrent search engine. This torrent is banned in countries like India, Pakistan and china but as I said in above
process. Torrentz2 is a new and improved version of torrentz and it is having more than 60 torrents sites under
its belt. So, this is best site to download your favorite eBooks. Extra Torrent is one of the best torrenting site
you should have a glance at. This site has some popular eBooks collection. Extra torrents presently has more
than 80k eBooks torrents in it, and along with that it is having seven categories. This site has an RSS feed as
well, if you are interested in getting updates then you can use this site. Presently this site is not working in
countries like India and few other Asian countries. To access this site, you have to use VPN services. Isohunt
is an online torrent search engine which is having lots of categories and files in its back. Visitors can easily
search and download torrent files from this p2p torrent search engine. This site is very easy to use and it is
having thousands of premium eBooks collection. Isohunt allows to search eBooks by its category and along
with that you can also search eBooks by popularity features and from top searchers as well. Navigation of the
site is user friendly and this site is also having search option of top Isohunters and more. These are top five
best torrent sites to download free ebooks online. Along with these sites, you can also have a glance at sites
like Kick ass torrents and torrent fuck to get some interesting book torrents.
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Chapter 4 : Best EBook Torrents Sites For Download Free Ebooks
Conclusion: This is the list of best available torrent sites for downloading eBooks. We are happy to hear if we are
missing any good or a better eBook torrenting site which is still working. We are happy to hear if we are missing any
good or a better eBook torrenting site which is still working.

Then how could the good old books be left behind? Though every book-lover would agree that nothing comes
close to print books, e-books are actually quite convenient. The biggest drawback of print books is that they
take up a lot of space. That said, some books can be very hard to find online for free. The ones that are
available for purchase on sites such as Amazon. So where do you get them from? Well, Torrent sites have long
been serving as free sources for accessing a wide assortment of content such as movies, TV shows, games,
software, music, and of course, e-Books. However, not all torrent websites are great for downloading e-Books.
After Kickass went down, ExtraTorrent soon followed suit. Much like the first two sites, ExtraTorrent too has
a great e-book collection, but mostly fiction. Aside from e-books, these kind of torrent sites also give users
access to other type of media such a movies and TV shows. Note that domain of ExtraTorrent gets changed
regularly. You can check ExtraTorrent Proxy sites in this article. In spite of being closed down multiple times,
the site still continues to operate in full swing. Note that in some regions TPB has been blocked so you can use
a proxy site to get access to the content. You can look for The Pirate Bay proxy sites on this webpage.
Unfortunately, the original Kickass Torrent site does not exist any longer but you can log onto its mirror site
â€” katcr. The site works the same way as TPB and is quite easy to use. Currently, it boasts of over 1,75,
e-books that can be downloaded for free. If their main site is not working, then you can try Kickass proxy
sites. It was created way back in and still manages to run without any hitches. Though x is essentially a torrent
site, it has no creator as such. In fact, the moderators have already run out on the site as far as its operation and
maintenance is concerned. At present, it is maintained and updated by none other than the fans and users
themselves. This site is awesome for those who like a bit of everything, movies, TV series, games, books, etc.
However, it may not be the best option for avid readers. Moreover, it has an impressive list of categories for
easy browsing; a feature that lacks on the torrent sites mentioned above. You can even search for books as per
their author, title, or subject. As of now, there are more than 4,00, books, and that is huge! Since this site is
dedicated to e-books, its a brilliant option for avid readers. FreeBookSpot is another torrent site that caters
specifically to e-book consumers. It has over 90 categories belonging to a horde of genres including
engineering, fiction, architecture, astronomy, audio books, computers, DIY, hardware, graphics, psychology,
etc. Though it does have a decent catalogue of fiction titles, it is more popular for non-fiction and educational
books. Aside from downloading e-books, you could even share your e-books and receive feedback from
fellow users. These sub-categories make it a lot easier to pick a book. It currently has only about 50, titles in
its library. That said, it is one of the fastest growing e-book torrenting site that allows users to download at no
cost whatsoever. The site is quite straightforward and runs pretty smoothly. E-Books Directory has an even
smaller library with only 10, books in its database. However, whatever little is available, it guaranteed to be of
superior quality in terms of both, content and the torrent file itself. The site has about categories so this is a
great site for downloading books specifically suited to your interest. As the domain name suggests,
Free-ebooks. The best part about this site is that it encourages budding e-book writers by giving them a
platform to publish their work. Free-ebooks also offers an option to choose the format in which you wish to
download a book; for example: Manybooks has hands down, one of the best user interfaces and design in the
microcosm of e-book torrent sites. As of today, the site hosts over 33, free e-book titles. We hope that you
liked our comprehensive list of the best quality e-book torrenting sites, currently available out there.
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Chapter 5 : Top 10 Textbook torrents or Ebook torrents Sites To Download Books
A hidden treasure trove of free ebooks, ready to sync with your Kindle Despite its name, most books listed on Amazon
Cheap Reads for Kindle are completely free to download and enjoy.

Free-eBooks offers good literary works of fiction, non-fiction, and academic texts. The UI of the site may
seem a little cluttered, but if you spend some time in digging around the website, you will find a lot of free
ebooks to read. There is a featured section on the website which showcases best books at a particular time and
great books of all time. Browse through categories to find what you like. Although there is a limit of 5 ebook
downloads per month and that too in PDF format, the rich collection of free books on the website makes up
for it. Smashwords If you are looking for some literary work by Indie authors, Smashwords is the right place
to look. This online directory of books offers content created by independent authors and publishers across the
world. The collection of books present on Smashwords includes several subject topics and genres such as
Adventure, Business, Classics, Fantasy, History, Religion, Philosophy and many more. Bookyards This web
portal lets you browse thousands of free ebooks as well as audiobooks in various genres like Art, Biography,
Computers, Fiction, History and much more. Bookyard has a pretty simple webpage where you can either
publish or download ebooks for free according to authors or categories you prefer. Downloading content from
Bookyards is hassle-free and does not require registration. Visitors to this website can also choose to donate if
they wish to and check out the educational links to more reference materials and documents. Hathi Trust Hathi
Trust is a digital library dedicated towards the student community. It has a powerful search option which lets
you find books in is database through titles or authors. One can read books online on this website without
registration, but downloading them requires you to sign up. Wikibooks If you are looking for non-fiction
content, Wikibooks might be the best place to begin. Navigating through the website is pretty easy and further
of subjects into multiple categories makes it easier to find specific content. Otherwise, you can always use the
search option to conduct a site-wide search as well. You can either read ebooks online on the website or
download PDF files for offline reading. Visit Wikibooks Final Words: Meanwhile, if you come across some
other good websites for free ebooks that we might have missed out, do share with us in the comment section.
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Chapter 6 : Top 5 Best Torrent Sites to Download eBooks
Aside from e-books, these kind of torrent sites also give users access to other type of media such a movies and TV
shows. ET's community is one of the most effective across the globe so be sure to check out e-book related discussions.

Just like every other thing, books have their lovers and best the part about a book is it can be purchased in any
form either it is a paperback or just an eBook. Good to have a paperback if you have a lot of space plus
money, but have you ever given thought to advantages of having eBooks over a paperback copy? Cost
effective means more books in lesser money, digital form means no worries of carrying books especially while
traveling. But you can make use of your smart brain to get most of these for free. For your information, torrent
sites have served for very long as free streams of a range of web content and it can be anything such as music,
games, movies, TV dramas, software, and eBooks. Here, we have made it easy for you by listing some of the
best torrent websites for downloading free eBooks. This site was closed down several times and is still
providing its services in a complete rhythm. You can download science fiction, travel guides, non-fiction,
fantasy, general books, etc. TPB might not work in some regions due to reason it is blocked by the
government. Click here to know the proxy sites for The Pirate Bay. ET also suffered the shakedown by
copyright infringement authorities but soon came out to serve. You can not only download eBooks from such
torrent sites, but can access other media content such as TV shows, and movies. ExtraTorrent is one of the
celebrated communities across the world among its users which is why it is advised to check eBook related
discussion forums. It is a small torrent website which is still working fine and is quite reliable. You can easily
download an eBook in any file format of your choice. Despite having a weird user interface, the website still
manages to have a decent user base due to its great features. The special thing about this particular site is that
it allows a user to download eBooks in a number of languages such as English, French, Spanish, Italian,
Portuguese and several others. All you have to do is just visit the site, select the language of your convenience,
and hit the search with the title of the book you are looking for. Having a collection of about 1,75, eBooks,
you can even use their community forum in case you are not able to find a book of your choice. You can find
something on anything under this umbrella as it has an impressive collection and categories. Moreover, the
easy and organized user interface make the browsing hassle-free. Users can join the site as a member and can
keep the eBooks for the lifetime. Not limited to offering free eBooks, it is encouraging writers to publish their
work in the form of eBooks. In the world of eBook torrent sites, Manybooks has the best UI and design with
easy navigation. What makes it even more interesting to use this site is sub-genres such as Action,
Non-fiction, Literary fiction, biographies, Romance, Young Adult, and others. Readers from areas such as
Health, IT industry, Engineering, Fashion, and Web developing can find a lot of books of their interest as
many educational categories are also addressed on this website. There is a unique feature that makes Ebookee
stands alone in the crowd. This torrent site is mostly used by people seeking educational and Non-fictional
eBooks. Moreover, you can download Audiobooks here on this site, and can also share your eBooks with
other users of the site by registering yourself. With about 50, titles of eBooks on its shelves, this is one of the
rapidly growing torrent websites for eBooks. It allows its users to download eBooks at no cost at all. The best
platform for classic novels and fictions, it is one of the simplest sites with a minimalist UI design where you
can download any eBook in just 3 clicks in your choice of file format. You can enjoy the services of this site
without having to Sign-up for an account. This place can alone feed your entertainment desires including
music, videos, wallpapers, and software other than eBooks. To discover books available in their database, just
jump straight into the books category where you can view a list of all the books available in the website
database. You can also see the information related to the book you are looking to download. With no
advertisement and malware pop-ups, Torrentoff is certainly one of the best torrent websites to download free
eBooks. It performs as a web crawler and serves best torrent links to the content. On Zooqle, you can find
more than 10, eBooks across different genres and categories. This website houses an extensive library of
textbooks, audiobooks and magazines as verified torrents and offers rich reading material. The only effort you
are required to make is to visit the website and hit the query in the search bar on the top of the homepage. You
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can also find your favorite anime, games, software, and movies etc. It is an open place for independent authors
and publishers for showcasing their work and connect with major sellers and libraries from around the world.
The index of books on this website houses unlimited titles to choose across different genres. If you have
written a book, you can get it published too on Smashwords without having to pay any money. You can find
fiction, non-fiction, essays, plays, and poetry across different genres. The best thing about this website is its
filters that allow you to lodge search of book titles by their word length, price range or their rating. This is the
list of best available torrent sites for downloading eBooks. We are happy to hear if we are missing any good or
a better eBook torrenting site which is still working. Use a VPN, protect your identity on the internet and
enjoy downloading.
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Chapter 7 : The best free ebook download sites from modern novels to Shakespeare | TechRadar
Library Genesis is a search engine for free reading material, including ebooks, articles, magazines, and more. As of this
writing, Library Genesis indexes close to 3 million ebooks and 60 million articles.

Microsoft Office Online Microsoft Office is now offering a free version of many of its popular apps. From a
single account, you can start to connect hundreds of services and apps that you rely on. You could
automatically publish your Instagram posts as a Tweet. But how do they compare and which one is best for
you? Read More out there, Todoist has both a free and paid version. Being able to add, schedule, and search
for tasks with natural language is a huge plus. With its cross-platform availability, quick syncing, and mass of
useful features, Todoist is almost guaranteed to help you get more done. Its standout feature is the ability to
customize the layout of your notes however you want. Each element within a single note can be dragged and
dropped to any location. This means you can insert all sorts of media into a single note. Here we propose a
dozen ways in which you can use OneNote. Not only can you create a checklist and sync the app across
platforms, Google Keep also offers location-based reminders and more. You can easily create and store notes,
lists, images, and audio in your account. The app is available on your browser, or on iOS and Android.
RescueTime RescueTime is a browser plugin with an accompanying site that could help you save a huge
amount of time. Wolfram Alpha Wolfram Alpha is the awesome artificially intelligent graphing calculator that
you wish you had in high school. Want to know what a function looks like? Want to see how to solve an
equation, step by step? Want to know the nutrition facts of a cubic parsec of fried chicken? The result â€” it
shows us the world in a far more inter-connected and interesting way. These ideas can get you one extra
productive hour every single day. UpWork is the largest freelance jobs site online. You can unsubscribe to as
many as you like within a few seconds.
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Chapter 8 : racedaydvl.com: Buy Fiction, Non-Fiction, and Textbooks Online
Free ebook download sites: They say that books are one's best friend, and with one in their hand they become oblivious
to the racedaydvl.com With advancement in technology we are slowly doing away with the need of a paperback and
entering the world of eBooks.

Final Words FreeBookSpot More then 90 categories are there on this website and you can get almost every
ebook from any category. Also you can download the eBooks without registering and for free. You can find
scientific, engineering, programming, fiction and many other books from this torrent website. There is also a
option to add your own ebook and this site is mostly famous in USA and Canada. You can search the ebook
via title, author name, ISBN and language. Also you can sort the ebooks by popularity and this is site is in the
market from 10 years. If you want to add your ebook and comment something on other ebooks then you have
to register otherwise you can download ebooks free from this site. Sometimes we want some extra from over
favorite category, so this website is best for those. Just select the category and download your favorite eBook
from free. No doubt book-share is one of the best free eBook torrenting site among the other torrent sites. You
can check ebook description for better understanding before download. But you need to register first, if you
want to download or read an ebook from this torrent site. Because on wikibooks you can easily find any of
your interested book from this website. Not only that but you can even download the different ebooks in
different languages and different qualities. So believe me and use this ebook torrent site to download free
ebook torrents as this is really a nice place where you can find any of the required ebook according to your
interest. Kickass is very old and popular torrent website. And you can download any free eBooks from more
then 1,80, free eBooks from Kat. You can also your fav ebook on this site if you are not able to find. Many
Books tolds more than 33, eBooks are available on their website. You can also read the short reviews of
ebooks before downloading and it is required to register first to download the ebooks from this site. You can
also access Top 10 eBooks and also latest arrivals here. There is a huge list of categories to find your desired
ebook. But if you want to download ebooks for free, you have to register on this site. You can download your
favorite ebooks easily and free of cost here. There are lots of free ebooks which are shared by popular ebook
writers and there is need of account on this site to download the ebooks. Also this website tolds that these
eBooks are provided by publishers or authors on their websites legally. So their is no problem to download
from this website. Especially if you are learning coding or programming then this torrent site is for you. Just
open the website and in the top menu you can see the special category for ebooks. Click on the book category
and you will see the list of ebooks. You can also use the search box to search about your ebook. There is no
need of registration on this site. The below url is changed as they redirected their site to new domain. So this
site is very popular for comics too and this site is growing day by day. You can download the ebooks
according to your interest and there is also popular free books section to check which books is other people are
reading. This is not only a torrent website for eBooks download but you can upload your own ebooks here
also. There is also a search bar available on this site from which you can easily search for the ebook which you
want. Interesting feature of this website is that you can directly read an ebook on the web but you can also
download the ebook from torrent to read later. All these ebooks are free and there is no need to sign up or pay
for these ebooks. On the you can also upload your own ebook and also get the ebooks from almost every
category. There is also category page which can be accessed from the homepage and you can also access the
ebooks are per the authors as they created the list of authors. Bookyards has been online since and there is no
need of sign up to download the ebooks from this site. There is one condition on this site which is if you want
to download free ebooks from this site then you have to submit an email along with a few question answers. If
you liked this article and found it useful then share it with others too.
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Chapter 9 : 15 Of The Best Places To Find Free Books Online | Book Riot
The site has well over e-Books. Easily access the books on the go and download them for free in PDF format. The
website is free to use, and no registration to download books.

Project Gutenberg You can literally eat, drink and sleep with eBooks if you visit the Project Gutenberg
website. Open Library As the name suggests, Open Library features a library with books from the Internet
Archive and lists them in the open library. Being an open source project the library catalog is editable helping
to create a web page for any book published till date. From here you can download books for free and even
contribute or correct. The website gives you access to over 1 million free e-Books and the ability to search
using subject, title and author. Google eBookstore Being an Android device owner can have its own perks as
you can have access to its Google Play marketplace or the Google eBookstore to be precise from your mobile
or tablet. Amazon Free Kindle Books For all the Amazon Kindle users, the Amazon features a library with a
free section that offers top free books for download. Log into your Amazon account in your Kindle device,
select your favorite pick by author, name or genre and download the book which is pretty quick. From science
fiction, romance, classics to thrillers there is a lot more to explore on Amazon. The best part is that while you
can browse through new books according to your choice, you can also read user reviews before you download
a book. Internet Archive As archive means, you can retrieve books from the Internet Archive that are no
longer available elsewhere. This is a not for profit online library that allows you to download free eBooks
from its online library. It is basically a search engine for that lets you search from more than billion pages on
the internet for the obsolete books for free, especially for historical and academic books. It features an
eye-catching front page that lets you browse through books by authors, recent reviews, languages, titles and
more. Not only that you have a lot of free stuff to choose from, but the eBooks can be read on most of the
reading platforms like, eReaders. Kindle, iPads, and Nooks. BookBoon If you are a student who needs books
related to their subjects or a traveller who loves to read on the go, BookBoon is just what you want. It provides
you access to free eBooks in PDF format. From business books to educational textbooks, the site features over
free eBooks for you to download. There is no registration required for the downloads and the site is extremely
easy to use. Even though the site continues to face legal issues due to the pirated access provided to books and
articles, the site is still functional through various domains. You can search through their vast online collection
of free eBooks that feature around 5ooo free eBooks. There are a whopping 96 categories to choose from that
occupy a space of The best part is that it does not need you to register and lets you download hundreds of free
eBooks related to fiction, science, engineering and many more. Free eBooks If you keep a track of books by
new authors and love to read them, Free eBooks is the perfect platform for you. From self-help or business
growth to fiction the site offers a wide range of eBooks from independent writers. You have a long list of
category to choose from that includes health, humor, fiction, drama, romance, business and many more. You
can also choose from the featured eBooks, check the Top10 list, latest arrivals or latest audio books. You
simply need to register and activate your free account, browse through the categories or search for eBooks in
the search bar, select the TXT or PDF as preferred format and enjoy your free read. Ebook Bike Ebook Bike is
another great option for you to download free eBooks online. It features a large collection of novels and
audiobooks for you to read. While you can search books, browse through the collection and even upload new
creations, you can also share them on the social networking platforms. Issuu From books, magazines to
tutorials you can access and download a lot for free from the publishing platform named Issuu. The contents
are produced by famous and independent writers and you can access them all if you have an account. You can
also read many books on the site even if you do not have an account. For free eBooks, you can access the
authors who allow you to download their books for free that is, if you have an account with Issuu. LibriVox
LibriVox is a unique platform, where you can rather download free audiobooks. The audiobooks are read by
volunteers from all over the world and are free to listen on your mobile device, iPODs, computers and can be
even burnt into a CD. The collections also include classic literature and books that are obsolete. The site
features 12 main categories and more than sub-categories, and they are all well-organized so that you can
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access the required stuff easily. So, if you are a computer geek FreeComputerBooks can be one of your best
options. Baen Baen is an online platform for you to read your favorite eBooks with a secton consisting of
limited amount of free books to download. Even though small the free section features an impressive range of
fiction and non-fiction. However, since it gets downloaded in a zip file you need a special app or use your
computer to unzip the zip folder. Books Pics Books Pics is a cool site that allows you to download fresh books
and magazines for free. Even though it has a premium version for faster and unlimited download speeds, the
free version does pretty well too. It features a wide variety of books and magazines every day for your daily
fodder, so get to it now! FreeTechBooks If you are looking for free eBooks that can help your programming
needs and with your computer science subject, you can definitely resort to FreeTechBooks eyes closed. You
can text books, books, and even lecture notes related to tech subject that includes engineering as well. These
computer books are all legally available over the internet. When looking for an eBook on this site you can also
look for the terms such as, books, documents, notes, eBooks or monograms. OpenLibrary OpenLibrary is a
not for profit and an open source website that allows to get access to obsolete books from the internet archive
and even get information on nearly any book that has been written. KnowFree If you have an eBook, video
tutorials, or other books that can help others, KnowFree is the right platform to share and exchange the eBooks
freely. While you can help each other with these eBooks for educational needs, it also helps for self-practice.
Better known for free eBooks in the category of information technology research, case studies, eBooks,
Magazines and white papers, there is a lot more that you can explore on this site. Open Culture Open Culture
is best suited for students who are looking for eBooks related to their course. The site offers more than free
eBooks for students and it also features the classic fiction books by famous authors like, William Shakespear,
Stefen Zwaig, etc. Created by real editors, the category list is frequently updated. These books are provided by
authors and publishers. It is a simple website with a well-arranged layout and tons of categories to choose
from. LeanPub LEanPUb is definitely out of the league as it over here you can either choose to download a
book for free or buy the same book at your own designated price. The site mostly features eBooks on
programming languages such as, JavaScript, C , PHP or Ruby, guidebooks and more, and hence is known
among developers or tech geeks and is especially useful for those preparing for engineering. SnipFiles If you
are not a bittorrent person, you can hunt for your favorite reads at the SnipFiles that features free and legal
eBooks and softwares presented or acquired by resale, master rights or PLR on their web page. You also have
access to numerous screensavers for free. The categories are simple and the layout is straightforward, so it is a
much easier platform to navigate. Bibliotastic If you are looking for Indie books, Bibliotastic provides you just
that for free. This platform is for Indio authors and they publish modern books. Though they are not so known
publicly, the books range from romance, historical or mystery to science fiction that can be of your interest.
The books are available to read online for free, however, you need to create an account with Bibliotastic in
order to download a book. The site they say will be closed by the end of June , so grab your favorite books as
soon as possible. BookYards If you have an internet connection, simply go to BookYards and download
educational documents, eBooks, information and content that is freely available to all. You also have the
option to donate, download the iBook app and visit the educational links. FeedBooks FeedBooks provides you
with public domain books that feature popular classic novels by famous authors like, Agatha Christie, and
Arthur Conan Doyle. The site does not require you to register and hence, you can download books directly
from the categories mentioned on the left menu. The best part is that FeedBooks is a fast website and easy to
navigate. The website is extremely easy to understand and navigate with 5 major categories and the relevant
sub-categories. To download books you can search by new listings, authors, titles, subjects or serials. There
are several sub-categories to choose from which allows you to download from the tons of books that they
feature. You can also look at their Top10 eBooks collection that makes it easier for you to choose.
Myanonamouse Myanonamouse is a private bit torrent tracker that needs you to register with your email id to
get access to its database. It is a comparatively easier to get into website with easy uploading of books. It
features over 2million torrents and is a free for all platform with access to its huge database of free eBooks.
Better known for audio books, Myanonamouse has a larger and friendly community with some strict rules.
AvaxHome AvaxHome is a pretty simple site that provides access to tons of free eBooks online under
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different categories. It features a massive database of free eBooks collated from across the world. Since there
are thousands of pages, you need to be very well versed with the site to get the exact content you are looking
for. Even though they started with print publications, they are now famous for digital books. The website
features a massive collection of eBooks in categories like, IT industry, computers, technology, etc. You can
download the books in PDF format, however, to get an access to the free downloads you need to sign up with
your name and email address.
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